
The skies of Tir were once filled with dragons, but that was hundreds of years ago. Now 
the dragons keep to themselves, and most sensible people leave them alone (except for 

knights trying to prove how brave they are, which is just silly).

What colour do you think dragons should be?



Eastern elfs worship their ancestors. They wear masks made of bone to remind them of 
what their ancestors did and to help them make the right decisions.

Most people think all Eastern elfs like to wear black robes. But you don’t dress the same 
as all of your friends, do you? What colour robes is this Eastern elf wearing?



After losing a war between their two races, every dwarf must spend three years as a thrall 
to a Western elf. Once free, they return to the mountains of the United Provinces. 

Dwarfs like to build things that no-one in Tir has seen before, like great steam engines 
and hot air balloons. Dwarfs don’t believe in magic; they prefer gears and levers.

Why don’t you think dwarfs believe in magic? What machine would you build if you 
were a dwarf?



The elfs of Tir live for a long time and know many things, but they aren’t perfect. For 
example, the elfs of the West have declared war on the rest of Tir, but no-one is sure why.

This Western elf is holding a bell; bells are a symbol of how many dwarf thralls the elfs  
own. Lots of Western elfs like colours like white and gold. What colours do you think 

this elf likes?



Dragons are fearsome creatures, which is why the Western Kingdom is so interested in 
them. In fact, the Western King has used powerful magic to control some dragons, and 

he is using them to help his armies invade the rest of Tir!

Thankfully, this dragon isn’t under anyone’s control, so it’s having a nice nap. What do 
you think dragons dream about?



Faerie creatures are strange and confusing. Every six months, they change how they look 
and act. A Faerie creature that is funny in summer can be quite scary in winter!

Faerie creatures cannot be hurt and cannot be seen if they don’t want to be. They live 
forever too, so they get bored; they want to rule Tir so that they won’t be bored anymore!

What do you do when you get bored?



The hero of the Realm Rift Saga books is a man called Thomas Rymour. He was trapped 
in the Faerie realm for seven years. He was given an apple when he left, but he didn’t re-
alise it was a magic apple! After he ate it, he could see the future, and he couldn’t tell a lie!

What do you think it would be like if people couldn’t lie? Would life be better? Can you 
think of a time when telling a lie is a good thing?



There aren’t many true knights left in Tir anymore. This one is a mysterious person. They 
carry a magic sword that can hurt the mysterious creatures from Faerie. This knight is 

known as the Rose Knight, perhaps because of the rose on their shield. 

If you were a knight, what would you call yourself?



Mester Stoorworm is a creature of Faerie. He has the body of an enormous snake but has 
big, strong arms and a scary-looking head. But he’s not really scary; he’s like a big kid!

Like other Faerie creatures, he looks different in winter. If you could change the way 
Mester Stoorworm looks, what would you make him look like?



Not much is known about the dragons of Tir, but we do know that the female dragons 
are bigger than the males. We also know that all dragons can see the future!

What would you do if you could see the future?



Herne is special because, unlike every other Faerie creature, he doesn’t change. He looks 
like a dirty man with a skull for a head. He likes to hunt animals with the King of Faerie.

Herne doesn’t like to wear many clothes, but you can dress him up however you like! 
What do you think Herne should be wearing?



Merrow are creatures of the sea, with fins instead of feet and scales instead of skin. They 
look a bit scary, but they stay in their cities which are deep under the water.

This one is holding a Call, a magical sphere that helps you send messages to other people 
with a Call of their own.

Merrow come in all kinds of different colours. Why not give this one the colours of your 
favourite fish?



Robin Goodfellow is a funny Faerie creature. He likes to invent rhymes and clever jokes. 
He also likes to dance! He is covered in fur and is nearly always smiling.

What is your favourite joke? Do you think Robin Goodfellow would like it?






